
We’re 
supported by

Crow’s nest for

The new community hub to be 
built by the Millfields Trust in Union 
Street will have a spectacular 
Crow’s Nest platform that will give 
sweeping views across Plymouth 
Sound and the city.

The rooftop feature will be part 
of an interconnected community 
space across the top floors of two 
of the buildings where people can 
meet and relax.

The Crow’s Nest, which will 
also have a compass, signage 
and viewing platform, will be a 
reference to the neighbourhood’s 
proud naval heritage.

The building, currently named 
Block D, will be built to a high 

sustainable and environmentally 
sensitive design and make the 
Stonehouse community’s needs a 
top priority.

When completed, the  £10m project 
will have multiple uses, including 
affordable accommodation with 
1, 2, and 3-bedroom apartments, a 
community hub, and a café. 

The design has extensive 
landscaping to create additional 
outdoor space.

The building is key to the 
continuing regeneration of Union 
Street and part of Plymouth City 
Council’s Resurgam economic 
development project.

Continued on Page 2

community hub
Tribute to Stonehouse naval heritage 

INSIDE What’s going on inside the Millennium?

Image:  CliftonEmeryDesign

Image:  CliftonEmeryDesign

See Pages 4 & 5
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Gareth Thomas, who runs 
Bikespace, said: “We won’t turn 
anyone away, but the focus will 
be on making our workshop 
accessible and not intimidating for 
women who are new to or haven’t 
cycled for a while. 
“If you need a repair to your bike, 
we can give you 30 minutes of free 
workshop labour and contribute £5 
towards the cost of parts.”
The rides will be exclusively for 
women who are new to or haven’t 
cycled for a while and will be 

on 24th July, 14th August, 18th 
September and 16th October. 
If anyone is interested in taking 
part, email courses@bikespace.org.
uk to book a place.
Bikespace will provide you with a 
bike if you need one, and helmets 
will be available to borrow, though 
they are not compulsory for the 
ride.
If you want more details, leave a 
message on the Bikespace website: 
bikespace.org.uk or ring 01752 
500211. 

Amnesty call for 
musical instruments

It’s time to be a Pollenize bee keeper

Photo:  Chris Parkes

with all the gear provided and 
without the need for their own 
land or expensive equipment. 
This is a unique opportunity to 
experience a magical insight into 
the wonderful world of bees whilst 
gaining invaluable first-hand 
knowledge.
Additionally, Pollenize patrons 
receive an exclusive share of 

delicious honey which is harvested 
sustainably from their city apiaries 
each year and divided equally 
between their members. 
If you’re interested in becoming a 
Pollenize beekeeper, supporting 
local pollinator conservation and 
funding important plant diversity 
research, sign up to become a 
patron here: www.pollenize.org.uk

With Covid restrictions looking to 
finally ease, local social enterprise 
Pollenize CIC are set to open again 
for community beekeeping. 
They urge the people of Plymouth 
to get involved with their 
important conservation work, 
whether that’s by becoming a 
patron, sowing their rewilding 
seeds, or spreading the word.  
Pollenize, who keep native black 
honey bees at interesting and 
iconic sites across the city, are 
inviting members of the public 
to become a patron member of 
the Plymouth apiary network.  
The Community Interest 
Company pride themselves on 
not only raising awareness of 
the importance of bees for our 
ecosystems, but also by making 
beekeeping more accessible in an 
urban environment.   
For as little as £5 a month, Pollenize 
patrons will have the option to 
attend hive inspections where 
they can get up close to the bees 

A musical instrument amnesty is 
being called to provide a home 
to unloved, unused or broken 
instruments to create a collection 
that students will eventually learn 
to play through a project called The 
Unbroken Orchestra.

A collaboration between dbs-I, 
Millbay Academy, and Friends 
and Families of Special Children 
aims to collect and bring back 
to life unwanted and forgotten 
instruments that young people and 
the community can re-use.

The Unbroken Orchestra project 
is run by dbs-i.org (the research 
arm of dBs Music - Plymouth and 
Bristol), a research and innovation 
lab for sound and music developing 
creative social projects and 
interactive technologies focused 
on health and wellbeing, and 
innovative storytelling.

Once an instrument is handed 
over, a brief history of who used 
it and where it was played will be 
catalogued. It will be repaired and 
tuned by a volunteer group of 
practising and retired musicians 
and makers and stored at the school 
together with the instrument’s story.

dbs-i Head of Creative, Dawn 
Melville said: “As the project 
progresses, young people will 
get the opportunity to test, 
play and learn about an array of 
different instruments so they can 
naturally connect with their ‘spirit 
instrument’ to encourage increased 
engagement in music. 

“This project is about removing 
as many of the barriers as we can 
to engagement and to actively 
promote the benefits of music on 
mental health to the community.”

As part of the wider project, 
musicians will provide online and 
physical music workshops for the 
children (and their families).

All children will be taught to play 
their instruments with each other 
collectively. Composers will work 
with the young people using their 
technical constraints to create new 
orchestral works for them to play. 
As the children grow confident 
with their sound-making and 
increased technical ability through 
instrumental lessons and individual 
practice, these orchestral works will 
increase in complexity.

The organisers say that young 
people of all abilities will be 
encouraged to participate, and 
those who don’t want to play an 
instrument will be encouraged to 
use the spoken word. An emphasis 
on collective sound-making and 
fun will be paramount.

Once underway, artists will be 
enrolled to run online and physical 
workshops and make short, pre-
recorded videos – about music and 
why they picked their instrument, 
what made them love music, and 
how music is important to them.

As the children make pieces of 
music, producers at dBs Music 
will record the performances 
and produce remixes to create 
the Unbroken Orchestra’s first 
recordings. These will be showcased 
in a public event at Millbay 
Academy. The instruments will 
eventually form part of a repository 
within the community for local 
families and their children.

To donate an instrument, or for 
more information, please contact 
dsmith@millbayacademy.org

Workshops to encourage 
women to take up cycling 
A cycle centre is running a series of 
events to help women start cycling.
Bikespace will hold free Saturday 
maintenance sessions for women 
and has appointed a female lead 
rider to host a series of local rides.
The activities are part of a Big Bike 
Revival programme organised by 
Cycling UK.
The idea is to make cycling 
accessible to everyone as part of a 
healthier lifestyle.
The scheme is being delivered 
locally by Bikespace, a not-for-
profit social enterprise based in 
Devonport.
The repair workshops will be held 
in August and September.

Take the opportunity of a free workshop for women at the Bikespace in Devonport

Continued from P1
The plan for the building made up 

of four separate blocks is expected 
to be submitted to the city council 
for planning consent within the 
next few weeks. 

The aim is for it to be an active 
public building which will be 
a beacon for regeneration in 
Stonehouse. As a neighbourhood 

centre, it will have enterprise 
workspace, a community café 
and space, a mobility hub, quality 
homes, a boutique hotel and an 
events space.

The four buildings will be 
connected by a central courtyard 
defined by a large lawned area that 
offers an opportunity for socialising 
as well as room for ‘pop-up’ events.

The planned frontage facing Union Street                           Image:  CliftonEmeryDesign

Millfields’ new building
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Sustainable boat could save 
our oceans and create jobs

Top:  The naming ceremony with 
Greenhook staff, trustees and local 
MP Luke Pollard. Above, an original 
Plymouth fishing boat. Right, Paul, 
who worked on the boat, who says he’s 
looking forward to a permanent job

A boat that will be part of a 
sustainable fishing plan with a 
mission to transform the lives of 
ex-service personnel who have 
slipped through the traditional 
resettlement net has been named 
and will soon be ready to set sail.   

The Geoffrey Rowe, designed and 
built by the Stonehouse-based 
charity Greenhook Fishing, is 28ft 
long and based on a traditional 
Plymouth Hooker, common around 
city waters in the late 19th century.   

Greenhook intends to build a 
fleet of these SeaFish certified 
fishing vessels, all under 10m in 
length because they are exempt 
from strict fishing regulations 
imposed on motor vessels. 

The boats will use hand lines to 
fish for targeted species; they are 
powered by sail or oar, meaning 
they can operate sustainably 
and with minimal environmental 
impact.

With funding support from 
The Rank Foundation, Devon 
Community Foundation, and Mr 
Bernie Rowe, the vessel has taken 
18 months and £80,000 to build. 

Eight volunteers – many of whom 
are ex-service personnel whose 
lives haven’t gone as planned  – 
have been involved in building 
the boat, gaining essential skills, 
confidence, and community along 
the way.   

Mr Bernie Rowe said he donated 
£40,00 to create a living memorial 
to his late brother because their 
grandfather lived in Plymouth.

The Geoffrey Rowe is the first 
vessel to be completed by the 
charity set up in July 2014.

The organisation intends to create 
cooperative ventures that provide 
jobs and training opportunities for 
ex-service personnel and others in 
boat building, fishing, and related 
industries.   

Ken Bromage, founder and 
trustee of Greenhook Fishing, said: 
“The completion of the Geoffrey 
Rowe marks a crucial point in 
Greenhook’s development as 
we move from being a charity 
to the establishment of working 
cooperatives in boat building and 
fishing. 

“The aim is to create long-
term sustainable employment 
and a supportive community 
for individuals who have found 
themselves marginalised within 
society. “

Greenhook Fishing is currently 
working on its following vessels 
with a second 29-foot hooker 
named Alice May and a motorboat 
called Twilight.   

The plan is that the motorboat 
escorts the fishing boats out to sea 
and back to port. It radios ahead 

with details of the catch, which, 
when landed, is prepared for 
sale and distributed as quickly as 
possible.

Mr Bromage added: “In the short 
term, we are using a similar vessel 
for which a mould already exists, 
and which is based on an oyster-
dredger and long-liner from the 
same period. These hulls are being 
laid up by Evolution Boats of 
Cornwall. They will subsequently 
be fitted out in Plymouth by 

cooperative members, under 
supervision and with training from 
the Boat Building Academy at 
Lyme Regis.

“Running concurrently with the 
fitting out of these vessels, we 
will be constructing a plug of the 
Plymouth Hooker, from which we 
will subsequently produce a mould 
and other hulls to enhance the 
fleet. The target is to build four of 
the Oyster 27’ vessels and a further 
two Hookers.” An earlier picture of the Geoffrey Rowe being fitted out. Image: Greenhook Fishing
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Better mental health with Laura Ashenford, MBACP, Psychotherapeutic Counsellor 

• Face masks mean ‘normal’ 
interaction with people is lost with 
the absence of facial expressions 
and we tend to be programmed 
to project the worse scenario/
feelings, remember that this goes 
both ways. Stop. Check this out 
within yourself and ask what the 
reality is, what is going on for me, 
what is going on for them… Be 
open and ready to hear what they 
have to say.
In many ways we have little control 
over the ‘outside world’ however, 
there is one thing we do … and 
that is ourselves. What we tell 
ourselves, how we treat ourselves, 
how we love ourselves … in this 
we can make changes. The more 
we can connect to who we truly 
really are, helps us to become 
more confident and fulfilled 
within our lives. Therefore, when 
we go out into the world, we are 
starting to show the best version 
of ourselves. Which creates a 
healthier society to live in. Be kind.
Laura can be contacted by 
telephone: Ring 07711057776

There is a hope, an anticipation 
that we will have lockdown 
restrictions lifted soon and a 
strong desire to return to a 
‘normality’ that we now cherish. 
However, what happens next if 
it does; how will we be, how will 
society be… I believe the reactions 
will be mixed, there will be those 
for whom the pendulum will 
swing to relieved reconnection, 
for others I suspect it will be 
far more cautious. There are 
many factors to consider … like 
confidence. How confident are 
we in the Government systems, 
the vaccination programme, 
or the society we live in? For a 
long time now, we have had a 
barrage of edicts and instructions 
which have come at us from all 
directions namely television, radio, 
newspapers, social media and 
indeed by other people as we have 
judged and been judged by our 
actions. 
In this pandemic our collective 
confidence has been challenged, 
things we took for normal and 

mundane, have become scary or 
‘the unknown’. We felt there was 
safety in isolation, our ability to 
be social has become limited by 
the lockdown confines. We have 
changed, society has changed, 
it has been a creator of fear and 
distrust. How do we come back 
from this?
Isolation brings loneliness and 
feeds anxiety not just in the 
physical and emotional sense 
of being away from our people 
and the collective society but the 
loneliness that creeps into our soul 
… it erodes our confidence in who 
we are. We sink further into our 
shells and making any kind of step 
feels too big.
One way out of this loneliness 
is connection. This we can do in 
every contact we have, in that 
we expand on the perfunctory 
‘thank you’ or ‘hello’, remembering 
that we have all gone through 
this journey of experience and 
we all need to have this sense 
of connection again. Try asking 
open questions of others and 

be prepared to give something 
of yourself. It could even be the 
beginning of a friendship; what it 
will certainly do is to rebuild your 
confidence in the society you live 
in by being sociable. As humans 
we all strive for other human 
connection. 
We need to heal and that starts in 
‘baby steps.’ It helps to view this 
process with a positive attitude, 
see it as an opportunity to form 
a new relationship with yourself, 
explore your feelings and consider 
the language you use to talk 
to yourself. You can help create 
confidence by looking at your 
own welfare both mentally and 
physically (we feel more vulnerable 
when we are not at our best). This 
may help: -
• We may never go back to being 
the same person we were, and 
that’s ok. Going within ourselves 
and asking who we are when 
seeking to build confidence 
could bring a more enlightened 
understanding of yourself. Be ok 
with creating awareness, your 

changes and that of others. 
• Confidence is about being ok 
within your body, mind, emotions, 
and soul. If it helps, talk to those 
parts of yourself. Ask your body 
what it is feeling; your mind, what 
the weather is like in there; what 
your emotions are sensing; your 
soul, what it needs to feel whole…. 
And listen for the replies …Then 
begin to find the answers. 
• Look in the mirror and tell 
yourself something positive, 
that you’re ‘ok’, that you bring 
something unique to the world 
(yourself ) … and tell yourself that 
you are necessary and beautiful. 
Make this a daily ritual.
• You are not what you do as a 
job (this is especially important if 
you have lost your job). Find your 
purpose, this can be anything but 
choose something you enjoy, it 
will give meaning to your life… 
maybe that is as a parent, in a faith, 
hobby, or vocational work. We will 
all have something different, but 
all will involve being connected to 
something bigger than ourselves.

How to heal and repair yourself after the isolation and trauma of the Covid-19 pandemic

Millennium to come alive 
to the sound of live music

The crumbling Millennium Building 
is being brought back to life after 
21 years of lying derelict.

Built initially as the Gaumont 
Palace Cinema in 1931, the building 
will soon be full of music, craft and 
art.

Nudge Community Builders half-
own the property with Eat Work 
Art, which specialises in developing 
independent hubs for the creative 
industries.

When complete, the refurbished 
building will contribute to Nudge’s 
vision to make Union Street a street 
‘the whole world loves.’

Nudge co-founder Wendy 
Hart says: “We aim to create an 
exceptional venue for live music 
and other cultural activities, 
supported by daytime uses that 
contribute to the local economy. 
The intention is to make a building 
that benefits our community and 
the city, and we promise to put 
Plymouth on the map for music 
and culture with this one.”

When open, the Gaumont Palace 
had full stage facilities and dressing 
rooms and its own Compton 
Theatre Organ. Its auditorium, 
which was on two levels, stalls and 
one circle, could accommodate 
2,300 people.

Much of the interior has been 
stripped away, but there are 
glimpses of its former glory with art 
deco features on ceilings and walls 

and ghost signs from its time as a 
nightclub.

After being refurbished in 1937 
and renamed the Gaumont, it 
closed in early 1980 and reopened 
as a roller disco later that year. In 
1987 it was converted into the 
Boulevard nightclub, later renamed 
the Millennium, which shut in 2004 
and the structure added to the 
Buildings at Risk Register.

In May 2013, God TV took a 25-year 
lease on the building and planned 
to convert it into a studio for their 
Religious Television Broadcasts, but 
the plan failed.

The next phase of the building’s 
life will be very different; Nudge’s 
plan is to invite women and people 
who work in the music and events 
industry to take a lead.

Only 12.5 per cent of construction 
workers are women, according to 
2019 figures, and this has probably 
fallen during the pandemic. People 
working in live performance and 
recording studio work lost 80% of 
their income in 2020.

The ground floor of the building 
will be craft workshops, and the 
vast space on the first floor will be 
the arena for live music. In addition, 
there will be a mezzanine café, 
gallery and smaller event spaces on 
the upper floors.

Nudge, who see the project as a 
giant recycling scheme, anticipate 
it will take £2 million to complete 

the work and will raise the money 
through bridging finance and a 
community share option.

Wendy says: “As a female-led 
organisation, Nudge will pro-
actively support more diversity 
in the construction industry 
and invest in music and events 
industry talent. These super-skilled 
specialists have had a tough time, 
many have diversified, and many 
moved into construction to keep 
working. This mix of skills and 
experience is what we need and 
welcome.”

Nudge’s ethos is to employ local 
people and improve resilience and 
local connection alongside skills 
and experience. Questions about 
how the building is used, who 
invests, who takes space and who 
benefits are always centred on the 
Stonehouse community.

Wendy says: “Coming together is 
at the heart of the building. There’s 
enough room for everyone, and 
grassroots venues are stronger 
when they are together. And after 
what we have all been through, we 
all need a few good tunes.”

Left; The former Millennium building. 
Clockwise right; the huge auditorium 
with the decorative ceiling fan and 
extractor,  top tower of the building 
that was to be an apartment for the 
boss of God TV, a ghost sign from the 
former club days, and art deco style
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Who’s who in The Plot
The Plot on Union Street is an arcade 
that includes Omnium radio station, an 
international food court, and nine local 
independent businesses.
It used to be a retail warehouse until it was 
taken over by Nudge Community Builders 
and now it’s buzzing with activity. The 
tenants are The Care Nest, Jar Squad with 
Carmen, Plymouth Parkour, Art and Energy, 
Jolloff Kitchen, Plymouth Hope, Smarta 
Reductions, Plymouth Energy Community, 
The Sheep Shed, Tom and Minski at the 
Loveshack and coming soon is Budda Hut.

Plymouth Energy Community is a 
charity and social enterprise, with a 
cooperative ethos. Our mission is to 
empower our community to create a fair, 
affordable, zero carbon energy system 
with local people at its heart. 

 We are a family of community led 
organisations, bringing forward a range 
of projects that bring local people and 
organisations together to tackle fuel 
poverty and the climate crisis, increase 
local ownership and influence over local 
energy solutions, improve community 
confidence to engage in the zero carbon 
transition and enable people to heat and 
power their homes affordably.

Contact plymouthenergycommunity.
com or call 01752 477117. 

Also check out the Art & Energy 
Moths to a Flame campaign to produce 
messages for COP26.

JarSquad is a new social enterprise that 
brings people together through collective 
food-preservation. Rather than selling 
the tasty treats they make, JarSquad 
are inviting you to become part of their 
‘solidarity economy’. This means you can 
trade things like foraged fruit, leftover veg 
from allotments or deep-cleaned glass 
jars using their special JarSquad Exchange 
Rate at their HQ in The Plot, instead of 
paying cash.

At JarSquad’s Assembly events, local 
people put joy and connection into every 
jar by sharing recipes, ingredients, and 
know-how.  

You can find out more about JarSquad 
by dropping in to say hello, picking up 
one of their zines from The Plot, or on 
their website jarsquad.com

Artist Mary Toon from  Sheep Shed 
works wonders with felt fabric. She 
uses fleeces direct from the farmer 
and makes a variety of 2-D and 3-D 
forms from headbands to jewellery 
and handbags. She is a ‘craftivist’, and 
her wall hangings and sculptures 
usually carry a sustainable and 
environmental message. See her 
work at drawntothevalley.com and 
devonartistnetwork.co.uk or contact 
maryfeltamazing@thesheepshed

Buddha Hut, Opening soon by Joe 
Lawrence, a cafe and shop selling 
cannabidiol (CBD) products said to 
promote health and wellbeing. CBD 
edibles, shakes and smoothies from 
the cafe. Staff will be on-hand to help 
educate customers on the benefits of 
CBD. Contact hello@buddhahut.co.uk

The Love Shack with Tom and Minski.
Partnership between Minski, who 
makes funky handmade clothing for all 
your festival and event needs and artist 
Tom Loveder who upcycles stuff and 
makes art and installations for Radical 
Creations. Search for minski.offical on 
Facebook and depop.com. Find Tom on 
Facebook

The Care Nest is facilitated by Helen 
Williams, a practitioner working in 
wellbeing, creativity, learning, and 
leadership who offers one-to-one 
complementary therapy practice for 
adults. Mindfulness - as an approach, a 
way of life, and a practice to intentionally 
nurture - rests at the very heart of what 
she does. 

Helen says: “Every time you are 
welcomed into a Care Nest session, 
you will be invited to practise caring 
for yourself first. For some, this means 
allowing yourself time to find comfort as 
you come to rest, whether seated or lying 
down. For others, it might mean taking a 
few pauses to drink some water without 
rushing or picking the talking stone up 
to give you something to focus on and 
support you as you speak. Candlelight 
helps us see as we bring the darker parts 
of our lives out into the open. The sound 
of chimes helps call us into wakefulness.”
Check out the Care Nest on Facebook.

Rose Taylor runs Creative Curiosities, 
a creative arts-based therapeutic, 
educational and adventurous charity. 
They offer exciting creative and outdoors 
experiences for children and young 
people across the South West. They  
celebrate and welcome neurodiversity, 
and are focussed on mental wellbeing. 
Contact hello@creativecuriosities.org.uk

Majik runs Plymouth Parkour. Parkour 
or free running is a non-competitive 
discipline of training to move freely over 
any terrain using only the abilities of 
the body, principally through running, 
jumping, and climbing, usually in urban 
environments. In practice it focuses on 
developing the attributes required for 
such movement, which include functional 
strength and fitness, balance, spatial 
awareness, agility, coordination, precision, 
control and creative vision. It encourages 
humility and respect for others.

Plymouth Parkour provides training 
for kids and adults at Street Factory, 
Outdoor and Marine Academy, and 
regular performances and events. Contact 
plymouthparkour.uk

And the Nudge team . . . Laura, Wendy, Hannah and Lacey

This is Maryam of the Jollof Kitchen, 
situated at the back of The Plot in the 
Jubulani food court. Jollof is a rice dish 
popular in West Africa, typically made 
with long-grain rice, tomatoes, onions, 
spices, vegetables and meat. Eat in or 
takeaway, vegetarian options and all 
meat is halal. See Facebook for menu.

Smarta Reductions run by Joedy 
Lawrence is a sourcing service for 
businesses to save money on green 
energy, fibre broadband and merchant 
services. Smarta scour the markets to 
find the most competitive deals for 
your business. Joedy says: ”We are on 
a mission to provide entrepreneurs 
access to the most competitive 
deals in the marketplace for their 
business energy, insurance, phone and 
broadband and merchant services. We 
will not stop until we have achieved a 
cost saving of at least £1k for each and 
every business owner.” Contact hello@
smartareductions.co.uk

The Mountain Bike Collective is a 
community interest company that 
uses mountain biking to improve 
outcomes for people from across 
Plymouth. Their courses, for young 
people aged 8-18, aim to improve the 
understanding of how maintaining 
an active, healthy lifestyle can lead 
to positive future outcomes. Regular 
cycle trips and training. Contact info@
themtbcollective.org.uk . . . and Craig the builder

Omnium Radio Based at The Clipper 
and The Plot, Omnium Radio is an 

internet radio station where everyone 
has the opportunity of being involved 
with radio, no matter what their 
abilities are.
Some of the presenters have abilities 
of all different ranges including Downs 
Syndrome, visual impairment, autism, 
and other additional needs.
The station believes that hosting a 
radio show can be done by anyone 
with the correct training and support. 
They take time to support individual 
through training and create required 
adjustments if possible. Contact via 
website omniumradio.online
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Artists Stephen Smith, left, and Will Luz, right, working on the Union Corner mural

Union Corner has recently received 
a very special upgrade. Artists 
Stephen Smith and William Luz 
have created a unique mural for 
the local community, writes Nichola 
Cooke of Nudge. 

As part of this year’s Creative Civic 
Change projects, which focuses 
on areas of Union Street that are 
looked upon as neglected or 
unsafe, the mural’s primary goal 
was to bring colour and joy to 
Union Corner. 

The idea for the wall was based 
upon key themes and words from 
the residents of Union Corner, 
volunteers, local retailers, families, 
and people on the street. We asked 
what Union Corner meant to them, 
what changes they would like to 
see, and how we could all create 
lasting change. The 13 metre high 
wall mural was based upon what 
was heard from the community. 
It’s now covered in bold, graphic 
symbols, and bright colours that 
all symbolise the street’s shared 
values - togetherness, support, and 
holding each other up (see picture). 

Will and Steve have been working 
really hard to deliver a work of art 
that will uplift everyone within 
the local community. We hope 
this dash of colour will make you 
smile on the school run, your walk 
through the street a bit brighter, 
and bring you joy all around. The 
wall will be finished July 15th - why 
don’t you drop by and let us know 
what you think? We would love 
to hear your thoughts on Union 
Corner’s upgrade!

The wall is yet to be named - do 

you have any suggestions for us? 
Please let our Visual coordinator 
Nichola know! You can email her at 
nichola@nudge.community to put 
forward your ideas.

We are continuing to make more 
Creative Civic Change projects 
happen along Union Street over 
the summer. Keep your eyes 
peeled for more creative projects 
and events happening within the 
community that aim to be fun and 
creative for everyone. If you have 
spotted an area that could use a 
little love and care. Come by The 
Plot sometime for a cuppa and 
chat with us about any ideas you 
might have! You can also browse 
the shopping arcade and have 
some lovely food whilst you there - 
there’s a new play area for the kids.

In the meantime you can find out 
more about Nudge and the events 
happening via our website www.
nudge.community - why not sign up 
to our newsletter and have updates 
dropped straight into your inbox!

Union Corner 
mural completed

The Adelaide Angels are to 
hold a series of Fun Days
The Adelaide Street Angels 
community group will hold a series 
of Fun Days in Adelaide Park during 
July and August.

The Saturday events are between 
2-5 pm on July 17 & 24 and August 
7 & 14. They take the place of the 
street party initially scheduled 
for spring of 2020 as part of the 
Mayflower 400 commemorations.

The group has planned a 
celebration of food, entertainment, 
sport, art, and community. 
In addition, they will have an 
information table set up to find 
out more about ongoing Angels’ 
activities.

The group met in June for the 
first time since the start of the 
pandemic (see photo opposite). 

When lockdowns started, group 
litter picks had to be suspended 
but were finally resumed in May 
and will take place once a month 
from now on. 

Many Adelaide Street residents 
worked hard during lockdown 
to keep the street looking good, 
doing solo litter picks, sweeping up 

the broken glass by the basketball 
cage, and arranging for new dog 
fouling signs in the park.

The Angels’ gardening group has 
been busy maintaining three areas 
in the neighbourhood. Working 
individually or in socially distanced 
pairs, they’ve kept planting, 
weeding and watering the planters 
along Adelaide Street, the patch by 
the surgery car park, and the raised 
bed along the dog area in the park 
throughout the lockdown periods. 

New tended patches and planter 
boxes have popped up as well, 
and several who have helped with 
watering and other chores have 
expressed interest in joining the 
gardeners regularly.
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by Greg Paulley
The Lighthouse Project is a 
community interest company (CIC), 
offering supported housing for 
men who are seeking abstinence 
from addiction. Situated in 
Durnford Street, it has been taking 
individuals into the community 
since August 2019. Admission 
to the project is by referral from 
treatment centres, prisons and 
local twelve step fellowships. 
Originally conceived as a sister 
recovery house to The Lighthouse 
Project in Bideford, major changes 
are underway for this Plymouth 
initiative.  The Lighthouse Project 
in Plymouth is now set to become 
independent from the franchise, 
‘although the model is directly 
inherited from the Bideford site’, 
says manager Dominic Robinson. 
Alongside a change of name there 
will also be the formation of a 
community benefits society (CBS) 
to be called The Firestone Society. 
The society’s directors will be 
offering shares to local residents 
with the aim of buying the building 
in Durnford Street. The society will 
then rent it to the newly named 
Firestone Project, which will remain 
a not for profit, community interest 
company. There are also plans 
to open a women’s centre in the 
pipeline.
The ethos of the nine (soon to be 
10) bedroom facility says Dominic 
Robinson,’ is to support clients 
with building and maintaining 
an abstinence-based recovery’. 
Alongside the support provided 
by the project, residents are 
expected to become part of a 
mutual aid recovery community. 
This initially consists of attending 
twelve step recovery meetings 
three times per week and these can 
be found in the local community. 

Recovery house 
share option plan

Self- responsibility is the aim and 
abstinence is a rule of the house. 
The Lighthouse Project as it 
has been called up until now 
has similarities with other 
recovery houses and it’s aims 
are comparable, yet, there are 
differences as well. One of the 
stand out differences is the amount 
of intensive housing management 
and support. There are trained and 
experienced staff on-site Monday 
to Friday from 9am until 5pm. 
At night time and weekends a 
member of staff is available via an 
on-call phone.
The support offered comes in 
different forms which include; daily 
morning check-ins with the whole 
community present, regular house 
meals prepared by the residents, 
weekly one to one support 
sessions, guidance through the 
twelve-step recovery process and 
help with finding voluntary work 
and education or training courses. 
There is even a nature garden 
currently being created as a space 
that encourages mindfulness and 
reflection. 

A busy session for the Mindful Art Club in the print room at Ocean Studios. Run by artists Emma Sprawson and Peggy 
Melmoth, the wellbeing and art group meets weekly. See mindfulartclub.co.uk for details

So, ‘Freedom Day’ has been 
postponed to 19th July! Aaaaaaagh!

This whole pandemic has taken 
such a dreadful toll and I believe 
we are yet to see the full impact on 
everyone. We all so want, and need, 
to get back to whatever normal is. 
Hopefully with a few lessons learnt 
in terms of us looking out for each 
other and we have to keep doing 
that. 
My favourite saying is:
‘I ALWAYS WONDERED WHY 
SOMEBODY DIDN’T DO ANYTHING 
ABOUT IT… 
BUT THEN I REALISED I AM 
SOMEBODY’

How has Leadworks been coping?
Fortunately, the events in the 

month leading up to 19th July 
are going ahead albeit with lower 
numbers and the usual restrictions. 
We have so enjoyed welcoming 
Plymouth College of Art’s BA 
(Hons) Design Crafts and BA (Hons) 
Ceramics and Glass Summer Show; 
such talent. The return of our 
monthly Open Mic nights went 
really well; filled with fantastic 
musicians, fun and warmth. The 
numbers for our first comedy night 
have had to be capped after the 
extension of the restrictions but we 
are so looking forward to seeing 
Jessica Fostekew headlining our 
first one.

Upcoming events include 

many more exhibitions, events, 
celebrations and even a cocktail 
evening! We are particularly pleased 
to have been able to offer Leadworks 
on the 2nd and 3rd October as a 
space for Plymouth Artists Together 
to enjoy the opportunity of 
exhibiting their art along with the 
chance for you to purchase their 
work; not to be missed! They have 
done a magnificent job under Mike 
Vosper’s guidance to cheer us up 
and show just how much creativity 
there is in Stonehouse.

We were so disappointed, as were 
many, to hear that the wonderful 
people that organise the Plymouth 
Art Weekender were not able to 
hold their event until 2021 but we 
have decided that we will hold a 
Leadworks Weekender on the 26th 
and 27th September as we had 
four exhibitions booked in for the 
weekend. Perhaps others will follow?

Leadworks has partnered with The 

Kintsugi Project by hosting their 
community fridge project, a mutual 
aid service, and we were delighted 
that Luke Pollard took the time to 
visit. Much of this cannot happen 
without our wonderful volunteers 
and recently they have really added 
to the Leadworks Family. Their 
contributions include planning 
some amazing artwork in our toilets, 
meditation sessions, gardening, 
preparing recipes, clearing a 
storage area and preparing a space 
for the Stonehouse Community 
Archive as well as manning the 
community fridge. We love to 
hear their ideas and contribute to 
Leadworks growing. 

So, the world is opening up at 
last and we love this mad, rich and 
diverse community that has been 
created at Leadworks and it is so 
good to be able to throw our doors 
open and join the rest of the human 
race!

Local MP Luke Pollard visits the Kintsugi Project at Leadworks

Dominic of the Lighthouse Project

Bronwen Hewitt MBE 
on how Leadworks is 
getting back to normal

The KARST Gallery in George Place has reopened following  a £270,000 from 
the Arts Council’s  Small Capital Grants funding programme to upgrade its 
facilities. The Plymouth Contemporary 2021 is now showing at KARST and the 
Levinsky Gallery, University of Plymouth, until September 5
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The live music scene with Chris Muirhead

but weaving wonderfully around 
Jodie Saunders’ understated keys. 
Jodie’s playing seems to be re-
sponding to the rest of the group, 
but it is not cautious. Its confidence 
is in the collaboration, how relaxed 
she is to be a part of an experience 
of pure collective, devoid of ego, 
each participant tending to their 
patch of the garden, eliciting a 
wonderful sight as well as an aural 
experience. 

It’s difficult to locate many of the 
sounds or associate any line of 
thinking or musical idea to a single 
member - I cannot help but be an 
observing creature, trying to unpick 
the sounds from the tapestry and 
assign them a creator. I resist the 
urge, relax my jaw. I think we feel 
very much within our natural habi-
tat. A habitat that has for a year now 
been mostly shuttered, blank, emp-
ty, dark and deemed dangerous.

As their last song draws to a close, 
Sion explains that the pieces were 
based on the harmonic series start-
ing on C and worked in a conceptu-
al sphere around the celebration of 
the height of summer, specifically 
the journey of swifts back to Eu-
rope from Africa and the joy asso-
ciated with their arrival. They hold 
up a print of the trajectory the birds 

take from so far away to get home, 
and I think of last March and the 
journey we have been taking, back 
to this kind of room, this kind of ex-
perience. I think of the flighty joy 
fluttering through me. 
Capri Batterie
A vast wooden double bass lum-
bers up on its end, supported 
by the even eyed Matt Lord. He 
scrawls his scruffy bow over the 
strings with a slow drawl, see-saw-
ing into a rhythm and then gaining 
speed. Kordian Tetkov keeps a skit-
tering beat, wafting and waning, its 
precision and malleability impres-
sive. Tim Sayer’s trumpet almost 
swallows the SM57 in front of it, 
looking like a sentient lily offering 
up its opening to the microphone’s 
hummingbird beak. And we are off.

This is Tetkov’s final show with the 
band for now, as he is moving back 
to his native Germany, perhaps 
wisely fleeing our island before 
the bureaucratic malaise of Brexit 
has a chance to truly settle into the 
systems we are convinced to rely 
on. He clearly wishes to get some-
thing off his chest before he leaves; 
gesticulating his sticks and torso 
around the kit he coaxes wonder-
ful subtleties from the drums and 
cymbals. He is an animated story-

teller, communicating something 
personal and wise to the congrega-
tion. We nod appreciatively.

Lord flings his bow, now com-
pletely frayed into a biro doodle, 
into the leather pocket on the side 
of his wooden galleon of a double 
bass. He begins plucking a bass-
line, frantic, paranoid, and we en-
vision a journey into brightly lit 
but claustrophobic streets. Sayer 
switches to keys, scuttles around 
misformed melodies, like he half 
forgets them as they are conjured, 
chord structures that pull flags up 
poles and draw sheets over beds 
until the pace slows and swirls 
around a drain somewhere, falling 
asleep into a repetitive swing, the 
pendulum of a grandfather clock 
ticking laboriously away. 

Tetkov is up and circling the kit; 
we spot three small cymbals on a 
cloth on the floor; he kneels in front 
of the bass drum like an engineer 
inspecting some odd machine. He 
has a clash cymbal in one hand 
and is dragging it across the bass 
drum, experimenting with the var-
ious surfaces and fixtures, pulling 
resonance from the drum and then 
creating scraping and clattering 
against the rim. Before you have 
fully understood his motives, he is 

standing again – transferring the 
clash to the floor tom and pushing 
it cup side down onto the floor tom 
so he can use it to create dustbin 
lid textures, muddying the scene. 
It’s marvellous to behold, back be-
hind the kit and the three segue 
back into the streets of Lord’s bass-
line. The sun is coming down, we 
join the traffic between tall grey 
buildings – paranoia and intrigue 
around every corner, as though a 
1950’s noir narration will begin.  

Recognisable throughout to-
night’s proceedings is the sound 
of wildlife: a thriving, hungry bio-
system. Less the bravado or ego of 
performance and more the pres-
entation of a landscape in perfect 
health, a painting. It is a scene from 
Hieronymus Bosch, bizarre and 
fantastical, our eyes drenched in 
a non-screen event, a vital ritual, a 
happening. To be back in this space, 
with these friendly faces, these ideas 
and these conversations, these aural 
paintings and film-scapes and sci-
entific journeys, is nothing short of 
extraordinary - in how nourishing it 
is, in how underfed we have been, in 
how we must fight to support it, in 
how we must remind everyone the 
true importance of keeping it alive. 
Farewell, for now, Tetkov. 

Experimental music at Union Corner
Swift
Evening sun tumbles through the 
large, expansive windows of Union 
Corner, buoyed by the bulbs shin-
ing from the venue’s myriad fabric 
lampshades, making for a madly 
bright twilight. 

Dan Leahy of Swift begins the pro-
ceedings by drawing slices of sharp 
intrigue across one of his cymbals 
with a well-worn violin bow, crouch-
ing into the microphone to deliver 
streams of consciousness that add 
an anthropomorphic aspect to the 
strange jungle-scape that the band 
as a whole are beginning to mine. 
He grips at the cymbals and draws 
wide, searing resonance from the 
metal discs like he is performing an 
ancient rite. Lucy Davies begins her 
contribution with an acoustic gui-
tar upended and plucked like a lute, 
adding a lead line that is drunken 
and meandering, before finding 
herself resting comfortably on the 
colourful concrete with a micro-
phone running through electronics 
and filtering her avian vocalisations 
into something curious.

Sion Lewin coaxes pulsing undu-
lations from his synthesiser, occa-
sionally vocalising into a mic, his 
movements and pronouncements 
feeling instinctive and unplanned 

Prior to the pandemic, the year 
5 children in the Stonehouse 
primary schools all enjoyed the 
Widening Horizons programme. 
The children would be taken out 
of the classroom and visit different 
places of work with the main aim 
of inspiring them to think about 
what job they might like to do 
when they leave school. This 
year, to ensure the children still 
engage in our well-loved Widening 
Horizons, it has been absorbed 
into our newly created ’15 Things 
to do in Year 5’ programme. The 
children still find out about lots 
of different exciting jobs, but this 
year by lots of people zooming into 
their classroom to talk about their 
jobs and getting the children to 
complete some exciting activities 
with them. So far this year, the 
children have met engineers from 
SDS Builders, student doctors and 
dentists from Plymouth University, 
a marine biologist and Plymouth’s 
very own Poet Laureate. The ’15 
Things’ also includes other activities 
to encourage the children with life 
skills, community action and to 
think about their environment.
We are delighted that each school 
will hold their very own Graduation 
Ceremony for the year 5 children. 
Each child will receive a graduation 
certificate along with a small gift 
to recognise their hard work and 
determination in completing as 
many of the ’15 things to do in year 
5’ as possible in what has been a 
difficult and testing time!

Widening horizons

The Stronger North Stonehouse 
project is to continue its work for 
the remainder of this year.

Thanks to funding provided by 
the Police and Crime Commissioner 
and Plymouth City Council, the 
Stronger North Stonehouse team 
will continue its work, and people 
can expect to see more activity.  

The project began In February 
2020 when the first meeting took 
place at Plymouth Cathedral to 
discuss a possible bid for funding to 
the Home Office’s Safer Streets fund.

The bid was successful, and more 
than half a million pounds became 
available for neighbourhood 
improvements. The aim was to help 
the community drive out crimes 
such as burglaries, vehicle thefts 
and robberies and, in doing so, 
make the area a safer and more 
pleasant place to live.

The impact of the project on this 
area of Plymouth has been felt 
throughout the community and, 
significantly, has been noticed 
across the city.

Projects included installing new 
and additional CCTV, enhanced 
street lighting across parks and 
streets, crime prevention training, 

property repairs and great 
community projects and murals.  

All of this has occurred against the 
backdrop of the ongoing pandemic 
and the restrictions placed on 
everyday life. Organisers say the 
success of the project so far has 
come directly from the community.

New projects include more referrals 
into Neighbourhood Watch’s Feel 
Safe Scheme, extra training in crime 
prevention areas, and more support 
for community projects.

Police Commissioner Alison 
Hernandez said: “I am pleased to 
be able to confirm that, along with 
our partners at Plymouth Council, 
we have been able to provide both 
funding and expertise that will 
allow the community to continue 
much of the work that Stronger 
North Stonehouse has kick-started.

“Very early in the process, we 
identified that the community felt 
real progress would come from 
continued support and investment.

“One of the areas of focus for the 
year is to help get the Stronger 
North Stonehouse to a position 
where it can be self-administered 
and self-financing. That would be a 
real legacy.”

Stronger North 
Stonehouse to 
continue its work
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The age-old mystery of the 
Saint Lawrence Chapel
The early Chapel of St Lawrence, 
Patron Saint of the poor and cooks, 
is thought to have been where the 
Anglican Church of St George of 
Lydda Martyr used to be in Chapel 
Street (now part of Durnford 
Street), at the junction of Emma 
Place where the Yeoman’s Citroen 
car showrooms are today. 

Sadly, there is no trace of this 
because St George’s church was 
severely damaged in the Blitz and 
demolished in 1957, obliterating 
any trace of the original building.

St George the Martyr was the 
first recorded chapel in the district. 
Stephen Durneford and his wife 
Radegund were granted a licence 
in 1414 for their mansion, probably 
sited where the High Street 
primary school is today. In 1497 
two wardens were named, they 
were John Melett and Lawrence 
Serle, and its location described as 
in a garden in Southyll streteyshy or 
the end of Southhill Street. From 
other named tenements on the 
boundaries of the property, I think  
the Chapel was next to the manor 
house in the High Street today and 
not at Chapel Street.

The earliest mention of the Chapel 
of St Lawrence was in 1472 when 
the Bishop of Exeter authorised 
Johannes Stubbs, the Vicar of the 
Parish of Plympmouth, to instruct 
a priest to celebrate divine service 
in the Capella Sancta laurancij apud 
Stonehowsse.

The Defence Map of the English 
west coast commissioned by Henry 
VIII in 1538-9 gives the first pictorial 
image of all known buildings in 
the region. It also shows in detail 
existing structures such as churches, 
mills, ferries, and rope walks. There 
is no chapel at the top of Chapel 
Street in the Stonehouse section 
(Durnford Street today). However, 
on the Stonehouse headland is a 
simple rectangular chapel with a 
small-spired bell tower protected 
by a circular walled enclosure.

Sadly, there is no name. The 
structure is west of where the Royal 
William Yard’s reservoir is today 
behind Western Kings battery. 
Because the detail of this drawing is 
so accurate, some historians think 
that this chapel existed and that 
it could be St Lawrence. But, if so, 
what happened to it? In later maps 
of the area (1592 and 1693), the 
chapel doesn’t appear in this spot, 
but a passage house used by the 
Cremyll ferry near this spot does. 

It was usual to build chapels and 
churches on the coast because 
they were navigation points like 

An illustration of the St. Lawrence Chapel by William Payne          

St Katherine’s on the Hoe. Set on 
high ground, they would act as 
lighthouses at night, with bells or 
beacons, to transmit messages 
out to sea or across the land. The 
ancient church of Maker: Saint 
Mary and Saint Julian (c1120) was 
rebuilt in the 15th century, and the 
Stonehouse chapel may have been 
built then.  

After the marriage of Sir Piers 
Edgcumbe to Joan Durneford (last 
Heir) c1493, the estates of the 
Durnford family, which included 
East Stonehouse, would have 
passed onto the Edgcumbe’s. 
They were permitted to protect 
their property. The town of East 
Stonehouse was walled and 
crenulated with raised pathways 
to connecting towers and gates, a 
section of that wall survives today), 
including the manor house at High 
Street. The Defence Map of 1538-
9 also shows the towers at Devil’s 
Point and Firestone Bay, which exist 
today.

Because of a lack of positive 
details and maps without names, 
the Chapel’s existence on the 
headland has become a puzzle. 
Was there a cartographer’s error 
in Henry’s Defence Map? After 
1606, the Chapel of St Lawrence 
is mentioned when it needed 
repair, and again in 1639, when it 
was possibly made into a crucifix-
shaped building. It reappeared in 
1672, the likely 200th anniversary, 
when the cost of windows repairs 
was an alarming £10 18s 8p, 
enough to pay an artisan for four 
months or buy two horses. During 
the English Civil War, the Chapel 
and many other buildings like the 
mills at Millbridge suffered damage. 

Unfortunately, we haven’t real 
evidence of where St Lawrence was 
because the Chapel of St George 
was not recorded again. After the 
English Civil War, the old manor 
house on the High Street, which 
housed the 1414 St George Martyr 
Chapel, was probably in disrepair 
(and later referred to as The Abbey). 

A detailed map was made in 
March 1692/3 by Jerome Roche Jr. 

titled The Mannour of Stonehouse 
Surveyed and Plotted. It is very 
detailed and shows the fronts of 
houses along with roof features, 
the old Manor house complex with 
town gate, the crenulated wall, all 
of which was still in existence then 
and of course a chapel at the top 
of Chapel Street where the Citreon 
showroom stands today. 

What is noticeable with the 
chapel illustration in this map is 
that it has a very similar small-
spired bell tower on the west 
side, not unlike the 16th-century 
depiction. Also, it’s drawn in crucifix 
form, so was this the extension of 
1639 or the significant works of 
1672? It has large windows, which 
could account for the maintenance 
cost, but still, this chapel isn’t 
dedicated to a saint, and there is 
no other chapel illustrated within 
the map either.  It’s walled and 
has the crenulated town wall to 
its southern side, an entrance into 
Chapel Street and another on the 
northern side to Chapel Lane.

There was a steady influx of 
Huguenots settling in Plymouth, 
especially Stonehouse during the 
latter part of the 17th century, 
escaping from French persecution. 

Shortly after the English Civil War 
(and the two wars with the Dutch), 
Plymouth and East Stonehouse 
suffered neglect, and the only 
significant builds were the Citadel 

and the completion of Charles 
Church. With the advent of a new 
town with docks being built, there 
was a need for a skilled workforce.

People flocked to the area for 
work, and steadily the Huguenot 
migration grew to such a degree 
that the population of East 
Stonehouse almost doubled. The 
wealth attributed with the new 
town being built meant that there 
was the time to restore damaged 
and run-down structures and 
reinvigorate them, like the mills on 
Millbridge and the mill at Millbay, 
which became a paper mill, and 
of course, the maintenance to the 
only Stonehouse chapel illustrated, 
possibly that of St Lawrence. 

RN Worth history notes on The 
early history of Stonehouse thinks 
this chapel possibly had a dual 
dedication to both St Lawrence 
and that of St George, but again 
it is hard to determine when that 
happened. The chapel appears 
again in an illustration by William 
Payne c1780, before its demise, and 
he noted it as St Lawrence.

Stonehouse was going through 
a major change in 18th Century, 
with a new Royal Naval hospital 
being built  in 1762 along with a 
bridge connecting with the new 
town of Devonport.  A grid layout 
was planned for the Stonehouse 
peninsular, with Durnford Street 
as a spine running down towards 
Firestone Bay from Chapel 
Street. Emma Place was under 
construction from 1773. 

By 1779 the Marine Barracks was 
started to the east of Durnford 
Street and completed in May 
1785. There was a need for a larger 
chapel to be built to accommodate 
the locals and the Marines. The St 
George Vestry Minutes tell us of a 
meeting held in the Navy Tavern in 
1787 of trustees who were named 
and appointed under an Act of 
Parliament to rebuild the chapel at 
East Stonehouse. The overseers of 

this new construction were Parlby 
& Thompson, designers of the RM 
Barracks. The trustees were to give 
plans to Major General Arthur 
Tooker-Collins, CO of the Plymouth 
Division of Royal Marines, for him 
to send on to the Lords of the 
Admiralty for their consideration. 

The St George Vestry Minutes also 
give us an insight into the state of 
the old chapel as the new chapel of 
St George, patron saint of soldiers, 
was being built. Land to the west of 
the old graveyard was purchased to 
build the new chapel, and the old 
chapel was still in existence two 
months before the grand opening 
of the new Chapel on Friday 
Christmas Day, 1789. On November 
13, 1789, it was ordered that the 
old chapel be taken down and that 
a Mr Justus Thompson disposes of 
the old Chapel by lots.

After this, part of the crenulated 
wall was taken down, the old 
Chapel Street was straightened, 
widened with the loss of some 
houses plus part of the old chapel 
grounds, and then re-aligned with 
the new grand road of Durnford 
Street. 

What’s left of the old Chapel? Some 
parts were sold off and reused in 
other ecclesiastical establishments. 
But we do have reason to believe 
that some of the fabric may have 
been recycled and used in the 
building of the fashionable follies 
in Mount Edgcumbe Park. 

Notable of these is Picklecombe 
Fort Seat, which has a lovely Piscina 
at the centre back and adorned 
with remnants of chapel features 
from St Lawrence and St George of 
East Stonehouse. The granite arch 
structure of this seat is also of note, 
as they are the remains of the East 
Stonehouse gates, all of which were 
removed in the 18th century.  Other 
remnants, including gargoyles, are 
to be found on the central Folly of 
Edgcumbe Park. 

Local historian Richard 
Fisher explores an 
enduring conundrum

Who are these uniformed men, and where were they based? The answer will be in 
the next edition of the Stonehouse Voice        
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Lockdown! By the time you all read this 
many of you will have been to one of our 
excellent local restaurants in Stonehouse 
as lockdown allows the government’s 
second stage to proceed.

For many restaurants it has been a most 
difficult time, weathering the storm one 
might say. One such restaurant is the 
popular Fig Tree @ 36 situated in Admiralty 
Street. Closing its doors in March 2020 
with no warning was devastating for 
Ryan and Tanya who had created a sound 
business with accolades including AA 
Rosette, Michelin Plate, Taste of the West 
‘Gold’, Drink Devon ‘Gold’ and an entry in 
The Trencherman’s Guide. With this range 
of ‘gongs’ you can imagine how desperate 
they were to re-start. With a recall of their 
trusted staff they can now traverse ‘full-
steam ahead’ creating new and exciting 
dishes with produce like Barbican fresh fish 

daily from S and J Fish, outstanding meat 
produce from J S Dowling of Tavistock, 
Nearly Naked Veg Company in Plymouth 
and Sovereign Wines in Tavistock; all very 
local with regular deliveries, essential for 
Ryan and the team to ply their trade. 

Old favourites will return including their 
excellent bread, flavoured butters and 
Fig Tree oil, creating a sound start to their 
menu. Pork Belly a perennial favourite that 
Ryan finds hard to drop from his repertoire 
but, with a new recipe/presentation now 
offering an exciting twist! 

Dancingly fresh local fish, shellfish 
and seafood also offer originality and 
quirkiness as does the famed chocolate 
dessert that just won’t leave the menu! 

Tanya has tweaked the Wine List creating 
a shorter and tailor-made parade of new 
and exciting choices, look out for yours 
truly hosting a Wine Tasters Supper later 

Full steam ahead for local restaurant
Stonehouse restaurants and cafés review by wine and food expert Stephen Barrett

on in the year, offering a selection of funky 
wines with a customised menu to match. 

Another popular returning presentation 
is their ‘Trust the Chef’ menu every 
Wednesday for just £27 for three courses, 
now there’s an opportunity? 

All the Fig Tree menus are able to adjust 
to vegan, vegetarian and gluten free – just 
ask.

Last but not least their foray into the 
deli range of small eats, mini-salads, 
sandwiches, great coffee (Owens Organic 
Coffee Roasters, Endsleigh) are available 
to go.

So lots of originality and style on view 
here to set your taste buds tingling in 
downtown Stonehouse.

To reserve a table or order from the Deli 
simply call 01752 253 247 or on-line via 
www.thefigtree36.co.uk where times of 
opening will also be posted. The Fig Tree in Admiralty Street

Live music focus at DÊPØ 
A cutting-edge live music club is 
launching in Stonehouse when 
the government lifts the Covid-19 
restrictions.

The DÊPØ is a 750-capacity venue 
set up by Ryan Platts and Ben Gill-
Carey because of the urgent need 
for live music in the city.

The pair have transformed the 
former Crash Manor Club into a 
stunning space that will attract 
national and international bands.

The club on the corner of Union 
Street and the Millbay Boulevard 
has a new downstairs dance floor, 
a stage for performers, new bars, 
a VIP area, a new entrance and a 
multi-level smoking area.

It’s been built with live music 
in mind, but will also feature 
everything from drum and bass, 
House, both touring and local 
bands, as well as stand-up comedy 
and spoken word events.

Ryan, a DJ specialising in House 
and Techno in the UK and Ibiza, and 
Ben, a music promoter, are behind 
the music brand Casa, which 
organises events across the UK. 

They eventually found it so 
difficult to find venues in Plymouth 
that they decided to build one 

themselves. Neither has building 
experience but each has spent the 
last six months renovating the site.

DÊPØ is just a few hundred yards 
from where The Hub stood, which 
was demolished to make way for 
the Millbay Boulevard. The new 
club has a 10-year lease, so it’s here 
to stay in the long-term.

Ryan said: “We were running out 
of places to hold events, so we 
decided to build one ourselves. It’s 
going to be a live music venue for 
the city, and for us that was very 
important, we want everyone to 
benefit from it. We hope this will 
put Plymouth on the map for live 
music. And when the Millennium 
opens with its live music space, 
Union Street will be the place to be.

“Because we’ve gone to so many 
venues, we’ve seen what works 
and what doesn’t work for our own 
events, so we’re adapting that to 
our own venue and only taking the 
bits that are working.”

When the club is closed during the 
day, dBs, the Plymouth and Bristol 
-based sound and music institute, 
will use the space for their students 
to experiment with sound systems 
and design. Ryan Platts (left) and Ben Gill-Carey are working to promote live music in the city




